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Abstract: We propose a method for iteratively refining
current density reconstructions using the contribution
of the reconstructed current dipole to the fitted fields,
the reconstructed intensity and its uncertainty, and we
use a simple example to analyze it's potential usefulness.
INTRODUCTION
Current Density Reconstructions as presented e.g. in Il5l are frequently used in the analysis of electro- (EEG) and
magnetoencephalographic (MEG) measurements, when a
priori assumptions about the generators are not available, or
if such assumptions are to be validated.
The problem is underdetermined and ill-conditioned, so
that pseudo-inverse techniques with regularization have to
be applied. These typically show a bias towards superficial
sources, which is sometimes compensated by a lead-field
normalization [2,3]. However, this normalization introduces
a bias towards deep sources, even when it is regularized at
the noise level [2]. Nevertheless, an iterative refinement of
this method often yields sharp and correct results [1,3]. It is

the goal of this work to derive a useful measure for the
reliability of the reconstructed currents, which is needed at
each stage of such a refinement for suppressing irrelevant
points as in [3] or eliminating them altogether as in Il].

METHOD

quasiplanar systems. Two orthogonal, tangential dipoles of
approximately equal strength are placed inside the sphere at
different depths, as shown in Fig. 1. After adding l7o norsa,
we have performed a current density reconstruction on the
regular 2D grid which is also shown, and we have adjusted

the regularization parameter so that a root mean square
deviation of l.2%o-l.7Vo was obtained for the data term (BLj).
The reconstructed current strengths are displayed in the
left column of Fig. 2 for the reconstructions without, with
partial and with full lead-field normalization in the top,
middle and bottom rows. The top and bottom row clearly
shows the bias towards superficial and deep sources, while
the partial normalization leads to current distributions that
correspond best to the true dipole locations.
In the second column, the normalized contributions of
each grid point to the reconstructed field values are shown.

full lead-field normalization
reconstructs large currents at some of the points on the
lower half of the grid, it is now evident that these do not
contribute to the fitted fields at all.
The normalized absolute values of the noise induced
standard deviations öj are shown in the third column for
each grid point. Finally, the relative uncertainty öj /j of the
current strengths is clipped at l00%o and displayed in the
fourth column, indicating areas where the reconstructed
currents are dominated by noise.
Although the method with

Given a grid point and a basis of unit dipoles, we
perform an SVD analysis of the columns of the lead-field
matrix corresponding to this point:

B=

Lj, L=ULY',

>ij = 6,j6,

(l)

A single regularized weight factor for each grid point (as
the new dipole
Applying
the inverse
calculated.
can
then
be
orientations
weight to the lead-field matrix, groups of columns or
individual columns are thus normalized. To obtain only a
partial lead-field normalization, we replace the weight

in [2]) or a separate value for each of

factor by it's square root.
The standard deviation for each reconstructed current
component due to noise is computed as (compare [5]):
(öro

)' =L(u;,'

. 5n,)'

,

M-' = V-' L' (LY-' L' * o')-' (2)

where öBr is the standard deviation of the measured field at
detector I (after removing any noise correlations between
detectors if necessary), and W contains the weight factors.

RESULTS

We have calculated the magnetic field in the 31 first
order, radial gradiometers of a hypothetical system which
covers a larger amount of the unit sphere than current

Fig. l: The lower detector coils of the 3l gradiometers used
in the simulation are shown together with the 2D grid of
reconstruction points and the two dipoles.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have analyzed the local contributions of
the reconstructed current densities to the fitted fields and
their noise induced standard deviations in a simple 2D case.
For the fully lead-field normalized method, the results
indicate that the intensities are a poor measure of the
importance of a grid point, while their contribution can be
used as a weight factor in an iterative refinement scheme,
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Fig.2: Current density reconstructions for the simulated two dipole configuation with 17o white noise. The columns show
the reconstructed intensities, the normalized contribution to the fitted helds, the normalized noise induced standard
deviations and the relative uncertainties for the reconshucted curent shengths (clipped at 100%). The rows correspond to
the methods without, with partial and with full lead-field normalization.
and the uncertainties can be used to discard points with
meaningless intensities.

A unique probability measure combining the current
strengths, their uncertainties and field contributions still has
to be derived. This could then also be used for visualizing
the final result, as e.g. in [4]. Finally, a systematic analysis
of

useful thresholds (as

a function of the noise

level)

remains to be performed, especially for iterative refinements
of current density reconstructions on irregular 2D grids that
describe e.g. the cortical surface.
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